Installation Instructions

Flood Flaps LLC
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Date: Rev. 7/1/2015
Trim Flange Models: FFWF12 | FFWF08 | FFWF05
 FFNF12 | FFNF08 | FFNF05

- FOLLOW ALL LOCAL BUILDING CODES AND ALL FEMA/NFIP INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS AND REGULATIONS
- REVIEW THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLATION
- INSPECT VENTS FOR DAMAGE AND TO MAKE SURE THE GRILL IS PROPERLY CENTERED BETWEEN THE RAISED TABS ON THE BOTTOM
- RUBBER FLAPS SHOULD BE POSITIONED IN THEIR CHANNELS

1. VERIFY DIMENSIONS OF ROUGH OPENING (SHOULD BE 16” L X 8” H); MAKE SURE FLOOD VENT FITS OPENING

2. APPLY HEAVY DUTY ADHESIVE TO BOTTOM AND SIDES OF FLOOD OPENING

3. APPLY EXTERIOR GRADE CAULK AROUND WALL SIDE OF TRIM FLANGE (CLEAR CAULK RECOMMENDED) AND SLIDE FLOOD VENT INTO THE OPENING.

4. APPLY PRESSURE AROUND ENTIRE FLOOD VENT TO ENSURE A TIGHT/SECURE INSTALLATION